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Introduct ion
Duvaut [1] has studied the problem of findîng the stresses in an elastic-perfectly plastic body•£ in frîçtionsless contact with a rigid bodyiBwhich is pressed against £ . In this note we extend the study of Duvaut and look also for the displacements of £ and Since the displacements in an elastic-perfectly plastic body may be discontinuons, we shall assume a ^uitable type of hardening of the elasto-plastic matériel in which case the displacements are more regular (cf. [4] ). We shall consrder a stationary case corresponding to Henky's law. The évolution case, corresponding to the Prandtl-Reuss 1 law, seems to be more difficult and is not treated here.
In Section 1 we prove existence and uniqueness of a solution of the elasto-plastic contact problem. Then, in Section 2 we study a finite élément method for finding an approximate solution of the contact problem and we prove a convergence resuit. Finally, we give an algorithm for solving the discrète problem.
By C we shall dénote a positive constant not necessari]y the same at each occurence. 
We note that (1.7) , (1.9) and (1.10) is the intuitive way of formulating the contact conditions. Converse!/, if (1.5) -(1.9) hold then (1.4 b)
follows. Finally, (1.4 a) is one way of formulating the constitutive law for the elasto-pl^stic material relation a and e(u).
Remark 2. Let us observe that (0,(u,U)) can equivalently be characterized as a saddle point for the Lagrangian L : PxK -> |R defined by
We shal) make the following assumpt i on :
( The resuit of this section is the following:
Theorem 1 If (1.12) holds, then there exists a unique élément (a,(u,U))€PxK satisfying (1.4).
Proof
We introduce the regularized Lagrangian L^: Px(Wx|R) defined by
and y is a positive constant. By [3, Theorem ] we obtain existence of a saddle ppint (a , (%> u u )). Th e extremality relations are
(1.15) (o y ,e(w)) = -/ £ (u y3 + <p -U y )'w 3 ds -u(e(u ),e(w)), Vwetf;
We shall now dérive an priori estimate for (a , ( u y ' U y " and then pass to the limit as y tends to zéro. Taking T = 0 in (1.14) and To proceed we now need the following estimate:
Leroma 2 There is a constant C independent of y, 0 < y < 1, such that 0 < U y < C(1 + H e(u y )|| ).
The fact that is nonnegative follows îmmedeately from End of proof of Théorem 1 :
By Lemma 1, the hardenîng assumption (1.12) and (1J7), we now obtain the followi.ng a priori estimâtes:
Il -
We also have by (1 . 16) ,
y -|t follows from thèse estimâtes that there exists (a, (u ,11) Next, passing to the limit in (1.15), we get (1.28) (cr,e(v) = <#,v 3 >, VvGf with C:r Q ).
Since q€H, this relation implies that we may identify the measure "1 /2 # with an élément in H (r) also denoted by Thus, ît follows from (1.28) that
(1.29) (a f e(v)) = / ï v ds Vv£^ r *
where the intégral on the right hand side is to be interpreted as the duality pairing between H 1^2 (r) and H" 1^2 (r). Moreover, 9^ >^ 0 and supp(#) c: TQ. (Note that in order to verify the above propertjes of rt, we rely heavily on the fact that TQ is compactly contained in T^).
/2
Extending U -cp to a function in H (r) again denoted by U -cp, we also have Finally, to prove uniqueness assume that (a',(u',U'))€PxK also satisfies (1.4). Then it follows easily that ||a -a'|| 2 < 0, so that g = a'. Thus, by Lemma 1, we have u = u 1 and therefore also U = U 1 . This complètes the proof of the theorem.
A FINI TE ELEMENT METHOD FOR THE CONTACT PROBLEM
We shall use the same fini te élément approximation as in [k] and
[6], i.e. stresses and hardening parameters will be approximated by piecewise constant functions and the displacements by piecewîse lînear continuous functions.
Let us now assume for simplicity that Q is a polyhedral domain so that fi can be M triangulated", i.e., fi can be written as the union of a family 7"^ of disjoint tetrahedrons T: We can now formulate the discrète problem: Find (a. , (u. ,U, ) )çp h h h ' h h such that
Existence and uniqueness of a solution of this problem can be demonstrated along the lines of the existence proof for the continuous problem above. In particular we then obtain the following a priori estimate:
Moreover, the passage to the limit is easier in this case, sinçe and K, are fini te dimensional. n We have the following error estimate:
Theorem 2
There is a constant C independent of h such that (2.3) || u -uj| v < CC|| 3 -Sj| + H e(u) -e(v)|J), W€*.
(2.A) HÔ-ôJI < C(|| e(u -v)|| +|U-V|) 1/2 , V(v,V)€K h .
-Proof
Let # h be the L -projection of a onto of H h> i.e.,
Since a(x)€D a.e. in Q and D is convex, it follows that ^J^ED, T€^» so that # h £ p h -Taking x = # in (2.1 a) and x = a h in (1.4 a) , we f ind that 
